
Dear Biodiversity Legislation Review members, 

 

Firstly, may I say that, my tax payer’s money should be being spent on extensively strengthening our 

environmental legislation and guidelines to conserve NSW’s beleaguered native vegetation. Instead, 

motivated and encouraged, I presume, by the odious manipulators from the Shooters and Fishers 

Party the government seems intent on weakening our already paltry environmental protections. 

 

Has nobody informed you of the value that of Australia’s unique native vegetation (and our 

irreplaceable iconic wildlife) has in innumerable ways? Have you not heard of the land degradation, 

salinity, erosion, aridity, drought, extinction etc that comes with treating our natural world with 

exploitative contempt? 

 

At the behest of greedy vested interests the government has indicated that we may be in the 

process of returning to the bleak days when Australia was one of the world's leading land-clearers.. 

right up there with countries like the Congo. Millions of hectares of endangered ecological 

communities were wiped off the face of the earth and wetlands were bulldozed and burned. This 

government instead of upholding a reputation for conservative sagacity will be seen as ignorant 

philistines who could not even have the patriotic backbone or intellect to conserve their own 

homeland. Attempts to weaken Native Vegetation regulations would clearly place very large areas of 

our state at dangerous risk from unrestrained and unsustainable clearing. Surely you are aware that 

healthy, bio-diverse landscapes result in more productive agricultural systems and benefit both 

farmers and the Australian economy alike. 

 

When it comes to Private Native Forestry, the protections for our wildlife, landscapes and forests are 

absolutely woeful and will result in tragic over-exploitation of our woodlands. There appears to be 

absolutely no requirement for vital ecological surveys under PNF which means that the presence of 

rare or endangered species holds no consequence for intensive logging. Even Catchment 

Management Authorities have been rendered powerless to intervene or input.   

 

No regulation of the end product will see native  forests now approved for firewood, woodchips,  

pulp , biomass etc  as the sole product of forest logging. Forestry networks have already stated that 

they wish to use PNF to open up over a million hectares in the Southern Highlands to supply 

Canberra and Sydney with firewood....this level of environmental vandalism would (literally) cast a 

dark, smoky pall over this Liberal government for generations to come. 

 

I urge you to support a balanced approach to this reform process, and to strenuously oppose 

proposals which reduce the environmental protections contained in the regulations and significantly 

weaken the intent of the Native Vegetation Act 2003. 

 

 

Here are more reasons why government must not weaken environmental laws:- 

 

The Native Vegetation Act 2003 has played a critical role in reducing the loss of native vegetation in 

NSW. 

 



Native vegetation:  

 

- Protects valuable topsoil from erosion, water logging and salinity; 

- Provides shelter for stock and crops from wind and weather;  

- Provides pollination and pest control;  

- Moderates the climate – and positively influences rainfall patterns;  

- Protects threatened species of animals and plants from extinction; and  

- Provides health, recreation and amenity benefits to human beings.  

Destruction of native vegetation extinguishes or reduces all these benefits, and also has direct 

detrimental impacts including loss of freshwater quality, loss of topsoil and death of native animals 

and plants.  By protecting native vegetation, land clearing laws have also made an important 

contribution to greenhouse gas abatement efforts. 


